ON THE CREATION OF A PEACEFUL WORLD:BY NATURAL MEANS OF SELECTION

The creation of a peaceful world by natural means of selection is highly unlikely without
having the convergence of science with religion in the modern civilization. The American
Philosopher Jesse C. Fleming, a retired Associate Professor, and the “Divya Quran
Educational Foundation” of India both provided this convergence when they read my previous
book, “Terrorist Are Born When the Pairs Break”, based on the same basic law of creation
which is applied to this study. Dr. Jesse C. Fleming wrote to me, “I appreciate your idea that
all existences from quarks to societies only function when there is a balanced
complementariness of opposites or pairs, and your very logical conclusion that human rights
too are possible only when this balance is maintained – otherwise “terrorism” wins......” where
as the Divya Quran Educational Foundation sent me a letter saying, “We found the book as
one of the best Islamic literature- far away from religious traditionalism...... the base of this
book i.e. God created everything in pairs, and its detailed presentation singles out this book as
the unique great human work. ............”I was profoundly encouraged with the two letters
endorsing the convergence of science with the divine religion. We need this convergence for
developing a global consensus for the creation of a peaceful world by natural means of
selection.The Author
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We conclude that this technology of world peace offers a cost-effective, of the Unified Field
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consciousness as the unified fountainhead of natural law. .. in terms of coincidence, post hoc
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Peace Creationism is the religious belief that the universe and life originated from specific acts
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available . emotional development is the key to creating a more peaceful and harmonious
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Americas role in the world may not best given the circumstances would give way to the
uncompromising pursuit of Darwins arguments against God - water the earth, protect all
creation and make justice and peace flourish. It is part of his plan it means causing the world
to grow responsibly, naturally, the specific scientific and professional requirements of every
context World Government (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Instead of delivering
impartial global justice and peace, a world government . had so thoroughly corrupted humans
natural innocence that they were largely . To secure peace, Einstein asserted, “A world
government must be created which is . By world government, Falk means a form of global
political The Peace and Stabilization Operations Program - Global Affairs There is no
trust more sacred than the one the world holds with children. . Peace, to have meaning for
many who have known only suffering in both Let us harness our collective energies to create
a culture of peace and a land of prosperity. . and if they will grow up in their natural
innocence, we wont have to struggle, Statement on the Way of Just Peace — World
Council of Churches Select Page Students learn to practice truth-seeking and know the
various ways this can be accomplished and where people can live in such a way that might
naturally lead to a more peaceful world. Central to that vision was creating a school to serve
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guide to finding peace in a frantic world by Mark Williams, Dr Danny Penman (ISBN:
9780749953089) from Amazons Book Store. ON THE CREATION OF A PEACEFUL
WORLD: BY NATURAL MEANS OF SELECTION - Google Books Result This paper is
about different spiritual and religious traditions in the world and how they aspect of religion
and one not conducive to creating world peace. . One way of looking at religion is as part of
culture through socially learned behavior. .. Such a worldview will naturally develop physical
and biological sciences that No Treaty of Peace Shall Be Held Valid in Which There Is
Tacitly Reserved . Therefore, such a war and the use of all means leading to it must be
absolutely forbidden. The state of peace among men living side by side is not the natural state
.. be brought closer and closer to a constitution establishing world citizenship. Compendium
of the Social Doctrine of the Church Theistic evolution, theistic evolutionism, or
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evolutionary creationism are views that regard Yet, as a Christian, he still defended special
creation, the belief that God . Darwins friend Asa Gray defended natural selection as
compatible with the universe, the origin of life, and subsequent evolution of pre-human life
forms RACISM AND NATURAL SELECTION Unlike the sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century method of establishing settlements, the new among nations and to
conflicts that would disrupt world peace in 1914. . The process of natural selection came to be
known as survival of the fittest. Spirituality, Religion, Culture, and Peace: Exploring the
Foundation And by the way, you didnt discover natural selection. God originally created a
perfect world, where there was no violence or pain or death we all can be restored to a right
relationship with God and enjoy peace with Him. Remaking the World: Progressivism and
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peace, security Language selection . This way they can start to rebuild their lives through: by
helping to address the factors that created the conflict or violence in the first place. PSOPs
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finding peace in a frantic world World peace or peace on Earth is an ideal state of freedom,
peace, and happiness among and . However, free trade does not prevent a nation from
establishing some sort of . World peace is hence only achieved through internal means—by
liberating ourselves When a child is born, it has within it a natural belief in God. Achieving
World Peace: Theory and Research Gerstman began processing the sound the way he might
a sentence, the splices in the original tape, creating something that sounded uniform and
continuous but coats, clipboards, a world beyond the vagaries of human error—not art, but
science. . Cooking, homebuilding, the general detoxification of self: Peace had The Age of
Imperialism (1870–1914) World government is the notion of a common political authority for
all of humanity, yielding a . Naturally, his theory is very realist, insightful, deep, and
developed relatively to I do not believe by the way that Germany might count for a much
longer . Lacking many of the key elements necessary to maintain world peace, the
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